TEACHING & EDUCATING
*Brand New! DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM (THE): Responding to the Needs of all Learners
Responding to the needs of all learners, these programs shows you practical, real-world examples from experienced K to 5 and
secondary school teachers of how to divide your time, resources, and efforts to effectively instruct students of various backgrounds,
readiness and skill levels, and interests. Through interviews with teachers, hear guidance on what to differentiate, how to
differentiate, and why. Understand the groundwork for bringing differentiated instruction into your own classroom or refining the
work you already do. ***Available in two versions – one for ELEMENTARY and one for SECONDARY.
THE DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM: RESPONDING TO THE
NEEDS OF ELEMENTARY LEARNERS
Shows practical, real-world examples from experienced
K to 5 school teachers of how to divide your time, resources, and
efforts to effectively instruct students of various backgrounds,
readiness and skill levels, and interests.
THE DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM: RESPONDING TO THE
NEEDS OF SECONDARY LEARNERS
Shows you practical, real-world examples from experienced
secondary school teachers of how to divide your time, resources,
and efforts to effectively instruct students of various
backgrounds, readiness and skill levels, and interests.
#16063/0187 Two 45-minute programs 2015 $229.95 each or Both for $339.95 *SA

*Brand New! WHAT RIGOR LOOKS LIKE IN THE CLASSROOM
What does rigor really looks like in the classroom? As schools are focused more and more on increasing academic rigor, it’s a
question every teacher is asking. In this video, Robyn Jackson dispels the confusion by presenting the clear and concise definition of
academic rigor she’s developed over time and working with teachers to show them what rigor looks like in practice.
Visit a variety of different schools to see real teachers who are using Jackson’s field-tested methods to successfully boost academic
rigor in their classrooms. You’ll witness these teachers helping students to construct meaning for themselves; impose structure on
information that allows them to think accurately, consider multiple meanings, and engage in disciplined inquiry and thought;
integrate their skills into processes; and apply what they’ve learned in more than one context and to unpredictable situations.
WHAT RIGOR LOOKS LIKE IN THE CLASSROOM takes the mystery out of rigor and provides practical guidance for implementing
rigorous instruction that meets the needs of all students. #16107/0187 45 minutes 2015 $259.95 *SA

CORE SIX: Strategies for the Classroom
Based on the best-selling book The Core Six: Essential Strategies for Achieving Excellence by Harvey Silver, R. Thomas Dewing, and
Matthew J. Perini, see the strategies come to life within six classrooms across different subjects and grade levels. You’ll witness
teachers capturing students’ interests, using discussion and questioning techniques to extend their thinking, and asking them to
synthesize and transfer their learning. Provides practical, common sense methods for tackling the Common Core standards and
bringing out the very best in your students. #15869/0187 45 minutes 2014 $249.95 *SA

TOTAL PARTICIPATION TECHNIQUES
YES! Easy-to-use and incredibly effective alternatives to "stand and deliver" teaching strategies in
their classroom!!! Includes interviews with authors Pérsida and William Himmele who explain how to
make every student an active learner. And classroom scenes from elementary and high schools
show teachers how to use Total Participation Techniques (TPTs) to get and hold students' attention,
activate higher-order thinking, and provide formative assessments of academic progress. Hear
teachers and administrators explaining the steps to implementing TPTs so they engage every kind
of learner, from ESL students to gifted but disinterested students. See field-tested techniques like
pair-share and pause-star-rank in action, take a tour through an actual TPT toolkit to discover
effective supplies to use with TPTs, and witness a peer coaching session that observes and breaks
down ways to maximize learning. #16064/0187 40 minutes 2014 $259.95 *SA

VOCAB IN ACTION: Critical Strategies for your Classroom
The video scenes in this program show teachers how to use fun strategies like jingles, movements, and graphic organizers to teach
key words. Hear author Marilee Sprenger explain how to put brain-research based, time saving strategies for mastering vocabulary
into action. And introduce teachers to easy-to-implement, 10-minute or shorter mini-lessons that help students build a robust
vocabulary and develop greater confidence in reading, writing, and testing. #15887/0187 45 minutes 2014 $249.95 *SA

ENGAGING STUDENTS WITH POVERTY IN MIND
These two programs – ELEMENTARY and SECONDARY - demonstrate exactly how to implement the breakthrough ideas and
strategies from renowned author and learning expert Eric Jensen. Takes educators to both elementary and secondary classrooms
providing strategies that combat the effect poverty has on students and achievement. See teachers in their classrooms embrace
the seven engagement factors and make engagement a routine part of their classroom culture. Hear from administrators and
teaching coaches who explain how they make engagement a focus through professional development and school policy. And learn
from the students as well who talk about their struggles and successes as they benefit from a fully engaged learning environment.
#15920/0187 Two 45-minute programs 2014 $229.95 each or Both $339.95 *CC *SA

Brand New! TEACHING KIDS ABOUT THE WORLD
This series inspires children to think about the world: from a Bolivian Rain Forest
Orchestra, a children’s court in India, a monkey orphanage in the Amazon jungle, to
land mine clearing rats in Africa. These short programs will entertain and teach kids
about the world in which they live.

There are ten 12-minute programs in the series …
Joachim Wild Riders (Brazil)
Ten-year-old Luam spent most of his life on the streets and is now moving to Señor
Joaquim`s farm. Señor Joaquim and his wife Dona Terezinha take care of street kids
and offer them a new life.
Mother of the Bonobos (Republic of the Congo)
take the boy to the monastery, to educate him and provide
Claudine André and her staff raise orphan Bonobos. They
him a better future. As all the kids there, Pumpui will learn
spare them from a life as pets - squeezed alone into tiny
about discipline and responsibility.
cages. Most of the animals have suffered great pain and it
The Children’s Parliament Of Rajasthan (India)
takes a lot of patience and time to rehabilitate them.
During the day 13 year old Neraj Jath takes care of the
Kung Fu: China’s Female Fighters (China)
family's goats in the dry landscape close to the Thar Desert.
Located in a secluded valley of the holy Shongshan
In the evening, she visits the school in her little village. In her
Mountains is the only women's Kung Fu school in China: a
spare time she is the minister for agriculture at the Children's
boarding school for 70 girls. Goa Jia had always dreamed of
Parliament of Rajasthan.
becoming a Kung Fu fighter and feels privileged to be part of
Land Of Rhythm (Burundi)
the school.
Many young men of Burundi turned an old tradition into
The Jungle Orchestra (Bolivia)
occupation: they are "Batimbos", drummers. Their huge
Simon plays violin in the village's orchestra. He lives with his
drums are carried traditionally on the head. Following the
parents and siblings at the border of the Bolivian Rain Forest
rhythm of the drums the young men jump into the air and
in a straw hut without electricity and water.
perform acrobatic tricks according to a set choreography.
The Mine Clearing Rat (Tanzania)
Linea 5’s Dashing Angels (Columbia)
Ronaldinho the rat is able to smell TNT. Every day the
Felix’s biggest dream is to be a Balinero like Loco. For more
training gets harder for Ronaldinho and at the end he has to
than a year Felix collected spare parts to build his own cart.
past the biggest test: at an open field, out of thousand
Now his time has come, with his first ride in his own cart he
different smells he has to find the TNT. Will he make it and
will be a part of the Linea 5's dashing angels.
be one of Africa's live saving rats?
Marta And The Puppy Otter (Hungary)
Monks of The Golden Triangle (Thailand)
Marta Balogh loves animals from the bottom of her heart.
His parents aren't able to take care of Pumbui properly,
For years now she rescues abandoned and injured animals.
which makes the little boy an easy victim for a career of
At the moment Marta takes care of Viki, a little otter baby.
crime. That is why Abbot Phra Khru Ba Neau Chai wants to

Series #16060/0697 Ten 12-minute DVD programs 2015
$179.95 each or Series $1,599.95 *Streaming available
_______________________________________________________________________________________

*** Also, NEW ADDRESS below!!!

www.kineticvideo.com E-mail info@kineticvideo.com
96 Vine Avenue Suite 7, Toronto, Ontario M6P 1V7 Phone (416) 538-6613 Toll-Free (800) 263-6910 Fax (416) 538-9984

